
 

.22LR Rim Fire Speed Steel 
Southern Sport Shooters Challenge  

 
 

The Rim Fire Challenge match will consist of five all steel stages, each stage with be shot four times 
(4 strings). The slowest of the 4 strings will be dropped, the remaining 3 string will be added 
together for the competitors time on the stage.  
 Each stage will consist of 5 to 7 pieces of stationary steel plates in different arrangements.  
The Pistol division will be shot at 10 yards distance (to the closest target) 
The Rifle division will be shot at 15 yards distance (to the closest target) 
 Each competitor will start loaded with 10 rounds, muzzle pointed at orange cone. On the 
start signal the competitor will engage the steel shooting the stop plate.  
 
There will be 2 divisions to choose from. A shooter may enter one or both divisions.  
   1. Rim Fire pistol.  

   3. Rim Fire rifle. 

 
This match will be conducted under “Cold Range” rules. All firearms must be unloaded until 
directed to be loaded by the Range Safety Officer on each course of fire. All pistols must be 
transported about the range in a range bag or holster. Rifles may be transported in a rifle type bag 
or carried in the open with muzzle pointed up or in a gun cart. “Empty Chamber Flag” must be 
inserted and visible when rifle is not in use on a course of fire.  
 
Registration starts at 8:30 AM until 9:30 AM on the pistol side of TSGC. New shooter brief starts at 
9:30 AM. Match brief starts at 9:45 AM. First shots at 10:00 AM.  
Entry fees: TSGC Members, $15.00 for the first division $10.00 for the second division (TSGC 

members will be required to show proof on TSGC membership). Non TSGC Members, $25.00 for the 

first division $20.00 for the second division. Required round count will be no more than 150rds per 

division. 

Come on out and ring some steel, get your points towards the SSS championship. This match will be 

fun for all ages and challenging for level of shooters. 


